The basic interaction processes of high-energy electron beams with matter are of fundamental importance for the determination of the absorbed dose in a medium irradiated by a high-energy electron beam. In most absorbed-dose measurements, the accuracy of a result is directly related to an understanding of the basic physical processes. The basic interactions of high-energy electron beams with matter are, therefore, briefly reviewed in Section 2.2, with special reference to the situations encountered in radiation therapy and radiation biology.
Basic Electron Interaction Data
The most important quantitative data on electron slowing down and scattering are presented in five tables set out in this section. A short explanation of the calculation of the tabulated values and the limits of their applicability is given to enable the reader to check the numbers provided and to derive corresponding data for other cases which could not be included here.
Total Mass Stopping Power
For electrons, the total mass stopping power, (8/ p}tot, as defined by the ICRU (ICRU, 1980) , includes the total energy loss, dE, by collision and radiation for a pathlength, dl, in matter of density p. For energies at which nuclear interactions may be neglected, the total mass stopping power can be separated into two components:
; (~L = (81 p)";. = (81 p)co! + (81 P)rad (2.1)
The first component, (8/ ,o)coh includes all energy losses in particle collisions which directly produce secondary electrons and atomic excitations. It also includes energy losses due to the production of Cerenkov radiation. The second component, (8/ P)rad, includes all energy losses of the primary electron which lead to bremsstrahlung production.
Mass Collision Stopping Power
Following the theoretical derivation of Bethe (1933) and Rohrlich and Carlsson (1954) , the mass collision stopping power can be calculated from (Berger and Seltzer, 1964): 3 where 0 is the density effect correction (Sternheimer, 1952 (Sternheimer, , 1953 (Sternheimer, , 1956 Sternheimer and Peierls, 1971; Inokuti and Smith, 1982; Ashley, 1982) = mean excitation energy It can be seen from this formulation that the density effect correction (0) and the mean excitation energy (I) are needed to determine the mass collision stopping power. An ICRU committee presently reviewing the current information on stopping power in order to provide recommended value5 hws addl'e:ssed the matter of 0 and I. Unfortunately, their work (to be ICRU Report 37) is not yet published. However, the mean excitation energies (see Tables 2.1a and b) and density effect corrections being used by that committee are used here except for the analysis of electron dosimetry data (see below). Thus, the density effect correction employed is based on the method by Sternheimer (1952) using atomic binding energies from Carlson (1975) . The resulting values are given in Table 2 .2a.
Density-effect correction value::! have r'ecenUy been evaluated by Inokuti and Smith (1982) for aluminum and by Ashley (1982) for water. The percentage differences in collision stopping-power VAlues obt.ained using these, as compared to those obtained using corresponding Sternheimer-Carlson correction values, are smaller than 0.2% and 0.5%, respectively. This very satisfactory agreement, as well as evidence from highenergy charged-particle penetration data, gives confidence in these results. It is, therefore, expected that the overall uncertainty of the mass collision stopping power values, based on the I -values in Tables 2.1a and band the Sternheimer (1952}-Carlson (1975 density correction values for energies abovp. 100 ke V, is between 1 and 2%.
Many determinations of absorbed dose depend upon the product of the stopping power ratio and the average energy_required to produce an ion pair, W, in a gas.
(2.2)
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Some of the determinations of W used to obtain mean values as given, for example, in Table 5 .5, also required values of stopping power ratios. The valHes of stopping power used for this purpose are somewhat different ratios than those in Tabie 2.2a. Thus, to provide stopping power values that are consistent with those used in the W determinations, Table 2 .2b is provided for the materials of interest in reviewing published data. These values were evaluated by using the Sternheimer-Peierls, 1971, density-effect treatment. It may be noted that stopping power values in Tables 2.2a and 2.2b differ for some energies by up to about 1.5%. It must be recognized that, although the density-effect treatment in the forthcoming ICRU Report 37 represents state-of-the-art physics, the use of the Sternheimer-Peierls density effect correction, in conjunction with the Spencer-Attix cavity ionization theory and the W -value for air given in ICRU Report 31, and Table 5 .5, gives better agreement with state-of-the-art experimental dosimetry data, by about 1% (see Section 4.3.4). Therefore, for the purpose of the analysis of already published electron dosimetry data, the Sternheimer-Peierls density effect will be used (see Tables 5.3, 5.7, and 6.3) .
The density effect theory is designed for homogeneous media. This condition is, however, not met for graphite. The crystallite density is 2.265 g cm-3 , whereas the bulk density of polycrystalline graphite may range from 1.5 to 1.9 g cm-3 , depending on the manufacturing method. The porosity structure is complicated and, according to Berger and Seltzer 1982, it is not clear what density should be used in a simple theory which neglects these complications. Collision stopping-power values given, therefore, are for densities of 1.7 and 2.265 (or 2.25, see Table 2 .1a) g cm-3 • The use of the higher density will change the carbon stopping power values by up to 1% at high energies, i.e., above 30 MeV (see Table 2 .2). Berger and Seltzer (1982) for discussion of values for mean excitation energy. b At 20°C and 1.013 X 10 5 Pa. C Tabular data on stopping powers are supplied below for the crystallite density, 2.265 g cm-3 and for a bulk density of 1.7 g cm-3 (the bulk density may range from 1.5 to 1.9 g em-3 depending upon the method of manufacture) as well as for a density of 2.25 g em-3 . Data for the first two densities are from the forthcoming ICRU Report 37
and Berger and Seltzer, 1982;  data for a density of 2.25 g cm-3 are from Berger, 1980. TABLE 2.2b-Mass collision stopping power a , (S/ p)coh in MeV cm 2 g-l.
[The density effect correction is applied according to the method by Sternheimer and Peierls (1971) . The density of graphite (sC) used was the crystallite value, p = 2.25 g cm-3 , used by Berger (1980) The line under the third line of tabular values separates values to be multipled by 10 (exponent 1) from those to be multiplied by 1 (exponent 0).
Restricted Mass Collision Stopping Power
In the description of the electron-electron collision the outgoing electron with the larger kinetic energy i~ defined by convention as the primary electron and the other electron is defined as the secondary electron. Therefore, the energy of the secondary electron is always smaller than half the energy of the incident electron. In many situations (see Section 4) only those energy losses which lead to secondary electrons with energy below a cut-off energy, L1, are of interest. The restricted mass collision stopping power, L tJ/ p, includes only such energy losses and is, therefore, smaller than the unrestricted mass collision stopping power (Section 2.2.2). The restricted mass collision stopping power can be obtained from Eq. 2.2 if F( T) is changed to F( T, L1) (Berger and Seltzer, 1964) :
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where Ll, like Tin Eq. 2.2, is expressed as a fraction of the rest energy of the electron (Rohrlich and Carlsson, 1954; Berger and Seltzer, 1964) . In Table 2 .3, the ratio of the restricted to the unrestricted collision stopping power for water, air, carbon, aluminum, copper, and lead is given for cut-off energies, Ll, of 10 3 ,10 4 , and 10 5 eV, which correspond to electron ranges of about 5 . 10-6 , 2.5 • 10-4 , and 1.5· 10-2 g cm -2, respectively, in low atomic number materials (Berger, 1980) . The ratio of restricted to unrestricted stopping power varies slowly with atomic number for non-gaseous elements, a fact which may be used for interpolation to other atomic numbers. Furthermore, for a given electron energy, the ratio is close to a linear function of the logarithm of the cut-off energy (Berger and Seltzer, 1964) . This linear relationship can be used for extrapolation to other cut-off energies. (Berger, 1980) . The .radiativeelectron interactions frequently result inJaigeen~rgy losses. and ele~tronshaving undergone such~nergylosses CJ0ritribute:m,ainly to the low energy taiLoftheprimaryelectron energy distribution (see Fig.  2~3 ). rphe mean energy-loss of electrons due to radiative collisionscan l1 ?tbe _ given. in. a simple general form covering all energies and· materials (Koch and Motz, 1959) . Toillustrate the general form of the mass radiativestopping power only the expression for high ene~gies (complete screening: T » 1/aZ 1 / 3 ) is given here:
Where aisthefihe structure constant (a~ 1/137). It is evident that the mass radiative stopping power increases almost linearly with kinetic energy in the Me V region, whereas the mass collision stopping power has awelikloga.rithmic energy dependence in that region. This is of importance for interpolation between differ-2.2 Basic Electron Interaction Data ••• _11 ent energies in the stopping power tables , and also for determination of mean total energy losses. When more accurate values for a wider range of energies and materials are needed, the tabulations by Berger and Seltzer (1964, 1966, 1982) and Pageset al. (1972) and in the forthcoming ICRU Report37(1984)shotildbe used.
In Table 2 .4, values of the mass radiative stopping power for the elements and mixtures of Tables2.1a and bare given. For electron energies (E) above 20 MeV, the rnass radiative stopping power maybe -. approximated with an accuracy of about 30% by E (S/ P)rad ~Xo (2.5)
whereXois the radiation length (Rossi, 1952) in the material-in question. The accuracy improves as the energy is increased and it is about 15% at 50 MeV. The radiation length, as calculated by Tsai (1974) , is given in the last line of Table 2 .4. In addition, the close proportionality between (8/ p)radand E is very useful when interpolation in Table 2 .4 is necessary. • To convert the mass radiative stopping power values ill MeV cm 2 g-l t.> coherent SI urits the Exponent is -4llIld the mass radiative stopping power is 9.702.10-4 MeV cm 2 g-l.
g'
(J m 2 kg-I), multiply the values in the tBble by 1.602 .1U-H • c Th~ composition 0:' the different compounds and mixtures is given in 
The Continuous-Slowing-Down Range
A mean path length for an electron of initial energy Eo can be defined by integrating the reciprocal of the total stopping power:
This formulation is based on the continuous-slowingdown approximation (csda). It gives the path'length which an electron would travel in the course of slowing down, in an unbounded uniform medium, if its rate of energy loss along the entire track was always equal to the mean rate of energy loss. In reality, the rate of en-2.2 Basic; Elec;tron Interac;tion Data • • • 15 ergy loss flucLuate::; (see Fig. 2 .2), but ihi::; is neglecied in the continuous-slowing-down approximation. Furthermore, it should be noted that the csda range represents the path length and not the depth of penetration in a given direction. In Table 2 .5 (Berger and Seltzer, 1982; and ICRU, 1984) , the continuous-slowing-down' range has been tabulated for the elements and mixtures in Tables 2.1a and b.
When the mean path length or the csda-range is known, the practical range (see Section 3.3.2.3) can be estimated by using a scaling law (see Fig. 2.22; Harder, 1970a) . The mean path length is a practical parameter for scaling depth-dose curves and is used for this purpose in Sections 2.8.2 and 6. C The density p = 1.70 g crn-3 was used in order to ~nlculate the density effect correction. I> The liles enclose fIgUtll! with the same value of exponent; thus. for hydrogen and an electron energy ri 0.01 MeV. the exponent is -4 and the continuons-slowing-down range is 1,076 • 10-4 d The density p = 2.265 g cm-3 waE used in order to calculate the density effect correction. "The composition of the different :ornpounds and mixtures is given ill 
Mass Scattering Power
It can be shown that the mean square angle of scattering increases linearly with the thickness of the absorber (Rossi, 1952) because the scattering events in different layers are statistically independent and their respective mean square scattering angles thus add up linearly. Therefore, a mass scattering power, T/ p, can be defined which expresses the increase in mean square angle of scattering (d e 2) per unit of mass thickness (p dl) in terms of mass traversed per unit cross sectional area (lCRU, 1972; Brahme, 1972) , in close analogy with the mass stopping power (Eq. 2.1):
This notation emphasizes that the scattering power is analogous to the stopping power. In the original work of Rossi (1952) the mass scattering power was symbolized by 8;. Several formulae have been derived for this quantity depending on the nucleon number, A, and on the ratio of the kinetic energy of the electron to its rest-mass energy, r. The expression now used to calculate mass scattering power values differs slightly from that used i:p lenU Report 21 (ICRU, 1972) , because it includes a more accurate evaluation of screening effects (Rossi, 1952; Brahme, 1971 In Table 2 .6, the mass scattering power at energies from 10 keV to 100 MeV is given for a number of different elements, compounds and mixtures. The mass scattering power must be used with care for thin absorbers where single large-angle scattering events can be important. This is the case when the mean number of scattering events is less than about 20 (Moliere, 1947 (Moliere, , 1948 , i.e., when the thickness is less than approximately 1 mg cm-2 • In addition, for thick absorbers, the mean energy loss of the electrons must be considered. According to the experimental results ( Fig. 2.8 ), the proportionality of the mean square scattering angle with thickness is useful over a fairly wide range of absorber thicknesses in low atomic number materials. However, the proportionality observed in Fig. 2 .8 is not entirely due to the mass scattering power at the initial energy
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because the energy loss of electrons and the consequent gradual increase in scattering power has to be taken into account in thick absorbers. In the first approximation, this increase is given by (Eyges, 1948; Brahme, 1975) 
(2.11) Furthermore, at larger depths, the angular distribution reaches an equilibrium shape (Bethe et al., 1938) , as is seen in Fig. 2 .8, because electrons that are scattered at large angles are rapidly lost from the beam.
When the value of pl in Eq. 2.11 is small, the equation reduces to e 2 = (T/ p) pl.
An approximate estimation of the mass scattering power for electrons of kinetic energy E can be made using the following formula (Rossi, 1952): (2.12) where Es has a constant value of 21.2 MeV and Xo in different materials is given in Table 2 .4 and these values were calculated with the use of Z(Z + 1) instead of Z2 which was used in the expression for scattering power. .:.::..... _ _ :::.:..: _ _ --:..:.:.::. _ _ . MeV the exponent is +3 and the mass scattering poweris 2.13 .10+ 3 radian 2 cm 2 g-l.
b The corn position of the different comJ:ounds and mixtures is given in .....
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Differential Electron Fluence
In the general transport theory, th'e field of highenergy charged particles is completely described by a time-dependent fluence rate. differential in coordinate and velocity space, which satisfies the general Boltzmann transport equation (Duderstadt and Martin, 1979) . For relativistic particles, it is more convenient to use the particle direction, [} (unit vector), and the energy, E, instead of the velocity, V. In this notation, the electron fluence differential in energy and angle at a point defined by f is written PE,ii (f) and satisfies the time-independent transport equation (Lewis, 1950; Beckurts and Wirtz, 1964; Harder, 1965c) . ~,ii (f) dE d [} is the number of electrons at a point f with energy in the interval dE around E which cross a unit area, with the normal in the direction tl, within the interval of solid angle d g around fi.
When the differential electron fluence is known, all other generally useful quantities related to the electron field can be derived. For example, the particle fluence p<.i) Illay b~ ubtain~d frum: (2.13 J47r Jo ' the vectorial particle fluence 4i(f) from:
J47r Jo and the vectorial energy fluence ~r) from:
J41r Jo
From an.experimental point of view, the number of electrons which traverse a plane surface with the normal in the direction of a given unit vector w, per unit area of that surface, is of great interest (see Section 2.4.1). This quantity, tP(f,iJ), is called the planar fluence 1 (Roesch and Attix, 1968) in the direction iiJ, and is obtained from:
where e is the angle between the direction of motion of the electrons (.G) and the normal (w). The planar fluence can, therefore, be regarded as the component of the vectorial fluence in direction W:
(2.17a) 1 The designation "plane fluence" was used for this quantity by Whyte (1959) and Carlsson (1979) .
The time derivative of the planar fluence is the number current density of particles orthe planar particle radiance (particle radiance is defined in ICRU, 1980) in direction iiJ. The number of electrons passing. through a plane of area, A, with the normal in a given direction, iiJ, is the surface integral of the planar fluence and is defined by
The absorbed dose, D(f), atr, can be obtainedfrom the divergence of the vectorial energy fluencesof the electrons (1.Y e ) and photons (q;x) (Rossi and Roesch, 1962) :
where per) is the mass density at the pointf and q(f) is· the volume density of all changes (decrease: positive: sign) of rest mass energy of nuclei and elementary particles in nuclear transformations (including pair production) at the point f. By using "!lifrom Eq. 2.15, the absorbed dose contributed by the electron transport (first term inside the divergence operator of Eq. 2.18) may be rewritten as:
and when ~.ii is the differential fluence of the electrons' only, Eq. 2.19 can be rewritten as: where the energy E of the electrons is regarded as a variable depending on the space coordinates' and s is the mass traversed per unit surface area along the direction of the particle motion 2 (cf. Schulz, 1970) . The second term ofEq. 2.20 can be interpreted as the contribution from those electrons that come to rest within an interval ds (the track.end term/see Section 4.3.3 and Burch, 1957; Nahum, 1976 Nahum, , 1978 , whereas the first term is the contribution by electrons that pass through the interval ds and thus only deposit a fraction of their energy in that interval, as shown schematically in Fig. 2.1 . The fIrst term forms the basis for all theoretical formulations of stopping power ratios, whereas the second term may be treated as a.. correction.
A---+--"""-~ 8---+--ds Fig.2.1 . Schematic representation of the two principal types of energy deposition in an interval ds along a particle track. Track A, Ilnd the first term in Eq. 2.20, represent the quasi-continuous loss of energy by ionizations and excitations along the track and loss of energy in the form of low energy delta rays (dashed line) set in motion by the prill,lary particle. Track B, and the second term of Eq. 2.20, represent the change in particle fluence when a primary particle is no longer capable of leaving the interval under consideration. More complicated interactions in the volume defined by ds can, naturally, occur but they can always be divided into these two principal types.
Normally, it is difficult to find analytical solutions to " .... e general transport equation except for the simplest geometries when continuous-slowing-down, small scattering' angles or negligible energy loss are assumed. Some of these solutions are of a simple analytic form and will, therefore, be used in the sections that follow to describe the differential electron fluence in different materials.
Energy Spectra
General
The most important characteristic of an electron beam is normally its energy distribution or its energy spectI-ulll. The yield of ellergy-uepelldtmt physical, chemical and biological radiation effects is a function of the energy spectrum and it influences the response of energy-dependent. dosimet.ers.
The points of interest for a determination of the spectrum may be situated at the entrance or the exit surface of the medium or at some depth inside the medium. Contributions to the spectrum are made by (a) primary electrons, (b) secondary electrons including higher order a-rays, and (c) electrons liberated in the interaction of photons and the medium that contaminate the beam or are produced within the medium.
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When a monoenergetic electron beam enters an absorbing medium its energy distribution is rapidly broadened by numerous inelastic collisions with the atoms of the absorber. The spectral distribution expresses the number of elect.rons of a given energy crossing a sphere of unit cross_-sectional area. This spectral distribution is of prime importance in dosimetric calculations and can be derived from the differential electron fluence discussed in Section 2.3:
However, the spectral fluence 4>E can rarely be measured experimentally in a simple way. A practical measurement at a plane reference surface yields, instead, the spectral distribution of the planar fluence of electrons (see Section 2.3). This quantity, <.P~{w), can be obtained from the spectrum of the vectorial electron fluence using the equation:
where e is the angle between the direction of motion of t.he elect.ronF. (Q) ann the normal to the reference surface, W, (cf. Eq. 2.16). This situation is· encountered when an absorber is divided in two parts and the net number of electrons, NP, traversing the boundary plane is measured. If the measurement is performed with a detector which only measures the number of electrons crossing the surface in one direction and does not count the backscattered electrons, the spectrum of the unidirectional planar fluence is instead obtained: cP~u(~) = 1' 11" cPE,.ii cosedD (2.23) This situation is the most common in the measurement of electron spectra as part of the absorber normally has to be removed to allow extraction of the electrons for the energy analysis. It should be pointed out that this generally alters the electron fluence at the point of measurement. For example, those backscattered electrons that normally would be scattered forward again are not included in Eq. 2.23 due to the re-lllOval of backscattering lllaterial, but are included in Eq. 2.22. This difference is negligible in most dosimetric applications because the number of backscattered elect.rons is normally orders of magnit.ude smaller than the forward-directed electrons, particularly in low atomic number materials at relativistic energies (see Fig. 2.6a and Harder and Metzger, 1968) . In some cases, only transmitted electrons from a small solid angle around the direction cJare used due to limited acceptance of the spectrometric system. When this is the case, a fairly good approximation for the differential energy fluence can be obtained. Fig. 2 .2. Energy distribution of an "unobstructed" betatron beam' (1) and of the electrons that have passed through U.~O g cm-z ot" aluminum (2) . Experimental values are given by the points. The apparent width of the "unobstructed" electron beam is mainly due to the limited resolution of the spectrometer (Goldwasser et ai., 1952) . The solid curve (2) agrees approximately with the energy distribution predicted theoretically by Landau (1944) .
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Spectrum of Electrons Traversing a Plane-Parallel Slab
One can consider electrons of any specified energy emerging from the thin window of an accelerator and assess the energy distribution after entry into a planeparallel slab. Theoretical analysis and experimental measurements of the spectrum are readily carried out for this arrangement. The theoretical work is well developed and takes both collisional- (Landau, 1944; Blunck and Leisegang, 1950; Vavilov, 1957; Birkhoff, 1958; Badwar, 1973) and radiative-energy losses (Bethe and Heitler, 1934; Eyges, 1949 Eyges, , 1950 Blunck and Westphal, 1951) into account. In Fig. 2 .2 the shape of the theoretical energy distribution according to Landau (1944) is compared with the experimental results of Goldwasser et al. (1952) . Good agreement is generally obtained, particularly for low atomic number materials. The experimental spectrum was measured in the forward direction within a few degrees of the incident beam direction, but this spectrum should not differ much from that obtained from Eq. 2.23 because of the small foil thickness and consequent strongly forward-peaked angular distribution.
The most important energy parameters, E max , E p , E, and r, of the energy straggling distribution are also indicated in this figure. Emax is the maximum energy of the electron spectrum, Ep the most probable energy, defined by the peak of the energy distribution, and E the mean energy of the spectrum of the planar fluence as obtained from
(2.24)
The full width of the energy distribution at half its maximum value is designated rand is a measure of the energy spread in the beam after passage through a foil.
The spectra (cf. Eq. 2.23) of almost monoenergetic 20 MeV electrons after passage through carbon absorbers of different thickness are shown in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2 .4 is based on the data of Fig. 2.3, and shows that the most probable electron energy, E p , decreases linearly with the absorber thickness over practically the whole electron range (Harder, 1965a) : (1965a, 1966) and as predicted by Eq. 2.28 (dotted lines). The measurements were made in carbon with different initial energies Eo = 10,15 and 20 MeV.
Here, Ep(O) is the most probable energy at the surface, Up the practical range (Section 3.3.2.3) and z the abllorber thickness. This relation was investigated with a Ileum of negligible initial energy spread (Eo = Ep(O) = 'F:(O)}, but it is valid to a good approximation for a beam of small energy spread, when Ep(O) is used as the initial value. In low atomic number materials, the most probnhle energy behind an absorber layer is approximately equal to (2.26) where Seol is to be evaluated for energy Ep(O) . Eq. 2.26 gives values in good agreement with experiments except at high energies and large depths where range straggling cannot be neglected.
A theoretical estimate of the most probable electron energy in a material at a depth, z, when it is assumed that radiative energy losses can be ignored is due to Landau (1944) and Rohrlich and Carlson (1954) (1959) , Schopka (1977) and Marbach and Almond (1981) . For many dosimetric applications, the mean electron energy, E(z), at a depth z may be approximated by Ep(z) as derived from Eq. 2.25 (Harder, 1965a) . However, Eq. 2.25 holds only approximately for E, because the mean energy of high-energy eledron5 initially decreases more rapidly (see Fig. 2 .4) due to their high initial radiative stopping power. That the mean energy of the electrons is lower than the most probable energy can also be seen from the skewed character of the energy straggling distribution (Figs. 2.2 and 2. 3) caused by the long tails on the low energy side.
If it is assumed that the collision stopping power is constant and the radiative stopping power is directly proportional to the mean energy of the electrons, which is a good approximation over a wide energy range (see Section 2.2.4), it can be shown (Brahme, 1975) (+ Harder, 1965b (+ Harder, , 1966 and 50 MeV (. Theissen and Gudden, 1966) . mean electron energy decreases in a simple exponential fashion:
This relation gives a good approximation to the mean electron energy, at least over the fIrst half of the electron range (see the dotted curves in Fig. 2.4 and Andreo and Brahme, 1981 A collection of experimental values of the dimensionless factor, K, determined from published data for different mat.erials, is presented in Table 2 .7. It is observed that the increase in energy spread for a given most probable energy loss is considerably larger in high et al. (1952) atomic number materials mainly due to the greater influence of radiative energy losses. All of the experimental values in Table 2 .7 were obtained in measure- Fig. 2.6a . Spectra of the differential planar fluenee of fast electrons with initial energy Eo = 10 Me V after penetrating 1 em of carbon as a function of electron energy, E. Measurements at different angles, e (from Harder, 1966) . ments of the energy losses of electrons emerging from the absorber in a narrow cone in the forward direction, except for those of Harder (1965a Harder ( , 1966 ) whoused a scintillation spectrometer in· a geometry for which Eq.
2.22 is applicable. I Iowevet,becatise the electron distribution is strongly forward .:.peaked, the variations due to this difference are very snialL Several reports have been puhlishedon the spectral distribution at different angles from the incident beam and the experimental results have been compared to Monte Carlo calculations (Harder, 1965a (Harder, , 1966 Berger, 1969; Lonergan et al., 1970; Rester and Derrickson, 1971; Mikado et al., 1976) . Good agreement between calculated andexperimentalvalues has generally been obtained. The most probable eneigy decreases slowly, and the full width at half maximum of the energy distribution increases slowly with increasing angle from the incident beam (Fig. 2.6a ). Thisis partly due to the fact that electrons leavfug the scattering foils at a large angle generally have travelled a longer distance in the foil (Yang, 1951) .
Energy Distribution of the Electron Fluence Inside an Absorber
Electrons may be extracted from a point of interest inside an absorbing medium and allowed to pass into a magnetic or scintillation spectrometer by inserting an evacuated tube into the absorber. The distribution of the fluence, differential in energy and angle, PE,ii, in a medium is measured approximately by this method.
From measurements at different angles, the distribution of the fluence in energy, PE, may be obtained by integration over all angles.
The experimental results for water, obtained by several authors (Dolphin et al., 1959; Feist, 1963; Epp et al., 1965; Inada et al., 1969) are closely similar to those obtained behind plane carbon layers (Section 2.4.2), because the contribution to the observed spectrum by backscattered electrons is very small for materials of low atomic number. Measurements of the electron spectrum inside absorbers down to energies as low as 15 e V have been performed by McConnell et al. (1968) . Measurement of energy-loss spectra inside absorbers have been performed with semiconductor detectors by Olien and Holloway (1969) .
Using the methods of electron transport theory or the Monte Carlo method, several authors have obtained . calculated distributions of the electron fluence differential in energy (Kessaris, 1966; Hagemann, 1967; Laughlin, 1969; Berger and Seltzer, 1969a; Nahum, 19.76; Abou-Mandour, 1978; and Andreo~ 1980) . An example of the calculated spectra is shown in Fig.  2.6b .
The contribution from the secondary electrons is evident in Fig. 2.6a . The presence of these are readily nonnalized to absorbed dose for 40 Me V initial energy. The ratio z/Rp denotes the reference depth, z, for each spectrum, which is the average over a small interval of the depth close to z (from Berger and Seltzer, 1969a) . visible in the low-energy region of the spectra at large observation angles, where the contribution from the primary electrons is small. A more detailed experimental study of the low-energy region of the spectrum, ranging from 50 ke V to a few Me V, was performed by Schulz and Harder (1969) which showed that the secondary electron fluence spectrum per unit absorbed dose was almost independent of absorber thickness (cf. Fig. 2.6b ). The calculation of such spectra, based on the Monte Carlo method (Berger, 1963; Berger and Seltzer, 1969a; Patau et al., 1969; Nahum, 1976; Abou-Mandour, 1978; Andreo, 1980) , has been developed to a satisfactorily high degree of accuracy.
Slowing-Down Spectra Independent of the Space Coordinates
If the distribution of the fluence in energy, «PE, is integrated over an arbitrary volume V, one obtains the differential distribution of the track length in energy in this volume, (2.31) where p is the density and Y EdE is the sum of the path lengths expressed in mass traversed per surface area by electrons that have energies in the interval dE around
E.
This quantity has been calculated for a volume in which complete slowing down of electrons of given initial energy, Eo, takes place (Spencer and Fano, 1954; McGinnies, 1959; Schneider and Cormack, 1959; Haynes and Dolphin, 1959; Rausche, 1963; Bruce et al. 2.4 Energy Spectra ••• 27 1963; Markus, 1964; Harder, 1967a; Berger and Seltzer, 1969b; Sugiyama, 1970; Nahum, 1976; Hamm et al., 1978; Morel and Halblieb, 1979) . The production and proliferation of secondary electrons and higher-generation delta rays are followed in these calculations down to energies as small as 10 eV. In~Fig. 2.7a, the variation of the tracklength distribution in different materials for electrons with an initial energy of 1.038 Me V is illustrated by the results of McGinnies (1959) . A considerable increase in the fluence of low energy electrons is observed with increasing atomic number of the absorber. Of dosimetric and radiobiologic importance is the fact that the slowing-down spectra per unit absorbed dose of electrons of different initial energies approach a common asymptotic curve at energies below about 1/50 of the initial energy (Figs. 2.7h and 2.6b ). Fig.2.7a . The slowing-down spectrum of 1.038 MeV electrons in different materials is characterized by the electron fluence differential in energy per unit absorbed dose which is equivalent to the differential distribution of track length in energy (from McGinnies, 1959) . 
28· . .. 2. Fundamentals of the Interaction of Electron Beams with Matter
In Figs. 2.7 and 2.6b, the quantity PE/D is shown on the ordinate; it is related to Y E by
where D is the absorbed dose in the medium. This equation is valid for a homogeneous distribution of electron sources of energy Eo within the slowing-down medium. Spectra of this kind have been used in the cavity theory of Spencer and Attix (1955).
Angular Distribution
General
The directional distribution of the electrons that have passed through a scattering foil or a certain thickness of phantom material depends on the scattering events that have taken place with the nuclei and, to a lesser extent, with the electrons of the material. These scattering events determine not only the angular distribution of the electrons at a given position but influence, also, the spatial distribution of the electron flue nee (see Section 2.6 and 2.7). The angular distribution of the electrons is of dosimetric importance because, for example, it influences the shape of the absorbed-dose distribution in extended media (Section 3.2.4.3), the effective point of measurement of a dosimeter (Section 4.1.3), and the correction oithe dose response of a dosimeter with a known angular dependence.
Angular Distribution of the Electrons
Crossing a Plane Surface
There are several detailed theories which describe the multiple scattering of relativistic electrons to varying degrees of approximation, as reviewed by Scott (1~ti0) and Marion and Zimmerman (1967) . For most practical applications in radiation dosimetry, it is sufficient to use theoretical formulations which ignore the relatively few large-angle, single-scattering events and, therefore, result in purely Gaussian angular distributions of the multiply-scattered electrons (Fermi. 1940; Eyge~, 1948; Zerby and Keller, 1967; Brahme, 1975) . When this is the case, it is sufficient to use the scattering power concept (Eq. 2.7) to describe the angular distribution. r 1 'he angular distribution of the electrons transmitted through thin and thick targets has been measured by Lyman et ale (1951 ), Frank (1959 ), Tahata et ale (1967 , Lonergan et ale (1970) , Rester and Derrickson (1971) , Kovaliev et ale (1972) and Roos et ale (1973) . The in-crease of the mean square scattering angle with inrp..::I~jne absorber thickness has been studied by Tabata et ale (1967) and Roos et ale (1973) as shown ill Fig. 2.8 . It can be observed that the mean square scattering angle z/'o first increases almost linearly with the absorber thickness (as should be expected from Eq. 2.7) but reaches an equilibrium value of approximately 0.6 radians 2 at large depths. At depths beyond Va to 112 of the practical range, the electrons reach a state of full diffusion where the width of the angular distribution no longer increases. The explanation for this is that electrons scattered over large angles are. rapidly lost from the beam so that the largest depths are mainly reached by electrons that have fairly straight initial paths.
In the small angle Gaussian approximation (Fermi, 1940; Eyges, 1948) , it is possible to give a simple analytic expression for the angular distribution, irrespective of lateral position, of the primary electrons that have passed a given distance through planeparallel·layers of constant or varying mass scattering power. A cylindrical coordinate system with the incident beam along the z direction is defined in ~'ig. 2.4d. r l'he angles ex (in the x ,Z plane) and Oy (in the y,zplane) are treated as cartesian angular coordinates (0 2 = 0 i + 0;) in the small angle approximation. In the small angle approximation, the x Fig. 2 .9. The coordinate system used to describe the lateral and angular distribution of electrons in a cylindrical beam. The coordinates of the particle are; = (x,y,z) and the direction of motion Ii. The integration variable along the z axis is designated u; fluence differential in angle in a beam with a narrow initial Gaussian distribution becomes (Eyges, 1948; Brahme, 1975) :
The mean square angular spread at depth z is obtained
where er is the initial mean square angular spread of the beam when entering perpendicularly to the plane at z == u = 0, T is the linear scattering power (Eq.2.7)
Elnd 8 the angle with the initial beam direction (see Fig.   ' 2.9). The integration ofEq. 2.33 over all directions yields J(l' Pe(z) 211" 8d 8 == <13(0). The upper limit of integration is co rather than 7r and e is used instead of sin e due to the application of the small-angle approximation. -Because this integral is constant at all depths, independent of the value e 2(z), <P in Eq. 2.33 is more closely related to the planar fluence (see Fig. 2.13 and Eq. 2.16) than to the fluence (see Fig. 2 .12 and Eq. ~.13) of primary electrons. The angular distribution of the fluence at small angles is, therefore, obtained with somewhat higher accUl'acy by dividing the Caussian expression in Eq. 2.33 by cose (cf. Eqs. 2.13 and 2.16).
As cylindrical symmetry and the small angle approximation are assumed, the projected distribution function in the x ,z plane takes the form
The projected distribution is norrnali'Zed Sl1ch t.hat f::." Pex(z )d8 x == <13(0). The total non-projected distributions function (Eq. 2.33) can be obtained as the product of the projected distribution in the x and y directions (Eq. 2.35), because, in the small angle approximation, e 2 == 8 i + 8~. Further differential and projected distributions of interest for electron penetration are given in the work of Rossi (1952) , Zerby and Keller (1967), and Brahme (1975) .
At small deflection angles, the magnitude of t4e true angular distribution is significantly lower than that of the Gaussian distribution, Eq. 2.33 (see dash-dot line of Fig. 2.10) , whereas the reverse is true at large deflection angles due to the influence of large angle single scattering events. However, Eq. 2.34 still holds for the mean square deflection angle of the true angular distribution. In fact, it is possible to find a narrower Gaussian distribution (dotted line in Fig. 2.10) better than Eq. 2.33. This reduced Gau~~iw.l distribution is obtained by replacing B 2(Z) in Eq. 2.33 by e t/e(z) = e ~G(1 -1.330/B), where BI/e is the l/e angle of the more exaet Moliere distribution (Scott, 1963 ) and e tto is the mean square angle of the Gaussian part of the Moliere distribution and B is the form factor in the Moliere theory. In the first approximation e KtG = e 2(z)/1.27 for B ~ 10 (Brahme et al., 1981) . The parameter B increases logarithmically with thickness and is of the order of 10 at 1 g/cm 2 (cf. Scott, 1963) . For large thicknesses and H values, the reduced Gaussian distribution and the Gaussian part of the Moliere distribution approach each other.
Lateral Distribution
General
The spatial electron disLl'lbution in a medium will be considerably influenced by the scattering properties of lho"Tonterials-in the path of the beam. The spatial distribution of scattered electrons has been treated theoreticallybya number of workers using-the small angle approximation which results in Gaussian distributions in the lateral coordinates of sufficient accuracy for most applications in electron dosimetry (Fermi, 1940; Sternheimer, 1954; Zerby and Keller, 1967; Brahme, 1075; Kawachi, 1076) .
Incident Narrow Gaussian Beams
With the same coordinate system and geometry as in Section 2.5 and Fig. 2.9 , the depth dependence of the radial distribution of the planar fluence of primary electrons from an incident beam with a Gaussian distribution both in angle and position becomes:
where Ai. P( ) = N( ) exp{-r 2 /;:2"(z )} .
17 is the initial mean square radial spread or variance of the radial distribution, er is the initial mean square angular spread (see Eq. 2.34) or the variance of the angular distribution, and r Bi is the initial covariance of the simultaneous radial and angular distribution (see Eq. 2.39, Section 3.2.4 and Table 3 .1) of the beam incident on the plane z = O. Eq. 2.36 has been given here for the planar fluence as discussed in the text after Eq. 2.34. This cannot be used for the planar fluence in Eq. 2.33 and 2.35 because, according to Eq. 2.17a, the angular distribution of the planar fluence is, by definition, cosine distributed when cP(F) is parallel to the beam direction. N(z) is the number of electrons passing through a plane at z in the positive z direction and may be approximated
is the transmission coefficient of the planar fluence taken from Eq. 2.44. This is a generalization of the basic Fermi-Eyges solution which takes the loss of primary electrons into account.
The integral in Eq. 2.37 is straightforward to evaluate when the positions, u, and scattering powers, T(u), of the materials along the beam a.re known. In the special case of a uniform scattering medium, T(u) may be assumed to have a constant value To = T(O) if z is smaller than the diffusion depth (see Fig. 2.8 and Section 2.2.6) and the integral in Eq. 2.37 becomes simply ToZ3/3 (ct .  Table 3 .1), This result may be interpreted to mean that an extended scatterer will only increase the mean square radius of the beam by a factor which is one third of that which the same scattering material would produce when condensed as a thin scattering layer at the origin (z = 0).
Another situation of practical interest was treated by Sternheimer (1954) and has been used by Harder and Abou-Mandour (1976) and Abou-Mandour and Harder (1978b) to obtain the dose distribution behind scattering foils or inhomogeneities of cylindrical shape. They divided the distance z into two parts,t and l, where the first part has a constant scattering power T and the second part has a negligible scattering power (because this part of the inhomogeneity was assumed to consist of air). The increase in mean square radius behind these layers can again be obtained from the integral in Eq. 2.37; it becomes simply (l2 + It + t 2 /3) Tt, where the last term agrees with the simple expression above. In Section 3.2.4 the transport integrals (Eqs. 2.34, 2.37, and 2.39) are used to determine the effective irradiation geometry of therapeutic electron beams.
The projected distribution function, for example in the x ,y-plane, is obtained in complete analogy with Section 2.)) for the ;:)ngul;:)r iJi~trihl1tion. rrhi~ i~ true also for the complete distribution function Eq. 2.33, which may be expressed as the product of the projected distributions in the two orthogonal directions x and y (see Rossi, 1952; Zerby and Keller, 1967) . Furthermore, the normalizing conditions of the radial distributions are analogous to those of the angular dist~ibution.
The primary electron fluence, differential in both coordinate and direction space is of interest in many situations. This fluence can be given in a closed analytical form 3 when the small angle Gaussian approximation is used (Fermi, 1940; Eyges, 1948; Zerby and Keller, 1967; Brahme, 1975) . This function can be used to describe the directional distribution at different points across an electron beam (see Section 3.2.4). The new transport integral in Eq. 2.39, the covariance of the simultaneous lateral and angular distribution, is proportional to the correlation coefficient between x and ex, and it is further discussed and used extensively in Section 3.2.4. It should be noted that Eq. 2.38 is the differential fluence in the x, z plane with y == 0; By == O. When the total distribution in x, y, z, ex, ey is needed, a second exponential analogous to the one in Eq. 2.38, but as a function of y and By has to be multiplied by the right hand side of Eq. 2.38. Because of the type of the quadratic form inside the c1.lrlybracket in Eq. 2.38, the fluence differential in angle is constant on ellipses in the x, ex -plane of the six dimensional r, llphase space. This is a general situation for beams that are influenced by stochastic processes and is.often the case for the electron beam from an accelerator. This fact is further used in Section 3.2.1 to describe the properties' of the electron. beam from an Elccelerator in terms of its emittance (Eq. 3.1).
Several experimental investigations have been pub-Hshedonthe spatial electron iJi~trihlltion that is produced by elementary narrow or pencil beams in uniform media (Berger and Paul, 1949; Jost and Kessler, 1963; Svensson et al., ·1968; Brahme, 1971; Lillicrap et at., 1975; Osman, 1976; Yamazaki et ai., 1977) . The agreement with the simple Gaussian theory is generally quite good (see Figs. 2.10 and 2.11), particularly over the first half of the electron range.
Rectangular and Circular Incident Beams
The spatial distribution for broad uniform beams can be obtained from an elementary Gaussian beam of zero initial width (11 = 0) by integration. The spatial distributio.n of a rectangular beam of initial width 2a X 2b thus becomes: where N(z) is the number of electrons passing through a plane at depth z, the symbol erf denotes the error function (NBS, 1964) and r rms =" -J r 2 (z) is the root mean square radial displacement of the point monodirectional beam (see Fig. 2.17 and Eq. 2.37, withrr = r~ = er = 0) at depth z. Instead of the symbol rrms, other authors have used.J(ri) (Fermi, 1940b; Brahme, 1975), 2v'A; (Eyges, 1948) , ro (Sternheimer, 1954; Abou-Mandour and Harder, 1978a, 1978b) , .y'2o- (Brahme, 1975 ), 2VKi (Kawachi, 1975 Steben et al., 1979; Millan et al., 1979 ) 2vr(Harder, 1965b NOsslin, 1979) ,V2tT x (Perry and Holt, 1980; Hogstrom et al., 1981) , and tT r (Schroder-Babo and Harder, 1982) . The same situation for a beam of circular cross-section was treated by Sternheimer (1954) and resulted in an expression containing the modified Bessel function which has been evaluated numerically by Ab~u-Mandour and Harder (1978b).
Depth Distribution
General
During the slowing down of high-energy electrons in matter, secondary electrons are continuously generated and absorbed and, in addition, the primary electrons undergo multiple scattering and are lost at an increasing rate at depths beyond the diffusion depth due to range straggling (Section 2.5.2). These fundamental processes have a large influence 011 the variation of the electron fluence and the planar fluence with depth inside an absorber and, consequently, also on the distribution of absorbed dose_ Due to the fundamental relation between electron fluence and absorbed dose (Eq. 2.20), a knowledge of the electron fluence distribution in electron beams is of interest.
Fluence and Planar Fluence
When the depth dependence of the differential electron fluence is known, the variation of the fluence and the planar fluence is obtained from Eqs. 2.13 and 2.16, respectively. Due to the cosine term in Eq. 2.16, the fluence will always be larger than the planar fluence. The depth dependence of the fluence and the planar fluence calculated by the Monte Carlo method for broad, parallel and monoenergetic 20 l\1e V electron beams in water (Andr€o, 1980) , are given in"Figs. 2.12 1. .. and 2.13. Similar curves were obtained by the moments method (Kessaris, 1966) , The total fluence has been divided into three parts, namely, that due to the primary electrons alone, that due to secondary electrons and higher order a-rays set in motion by the primaries, and that due to photon-generated electrons. It is seen from Fig. 2 .13 that the planar fluence of primary electrons remains almost constant over the first half of the electron range and that the planar fluence of the secondary electrons, after a rapid build-up, reaches a constant value of approximately 10% of the primary planar fluence. Very few primary electrons are thus lost from the beam in the first half of the electron range in low atomic number materials like water. The fluence of primary electrons, on the other hand (Fig. 2.12 ), increases with depth and reaches a maximum before the increasing loss of electrons brings about a sharp reduction. This increase in primary fluence with depth is due to the increased obliquity of the electron tracks with depth (Harder et al., 1961) . Such an increase does not appear in the planar fluence due to the cosine factor in Eq. 2.16. The increase in fluence of primary electrons in a uniform medium becomes, in the first approximation (Brahme, 1975) ,
In the first approximation, the fluence and the absorbed dose will thus increase at a rate equal to half the initial linear scattering power (Eq. 2.7) of the medium, in good agreement with the general shape of the depth-dose curves (see Figs. 2.21 and 2.22) , and the fluence curve in Fig. 2 .12. In Eq. 2.42, 8 2 (z) could be taken from Eq. 2.11 and a correction for the energy loss is directly obtained, showing that the real fluence increases are even steeper than linear. Owing to the small variation of the collision stopping power with energy in low atomic number materials, the shape of the absorbed -dose distribution will be very similar to that of the fluencc distribution (Eq. 2.20 and Fige.. 2.12 and 2.21).
The contribution from secondary electrons is almost a factor of two higher for the fluence than for the planar fluence according to Figs. 2.12 and 2.13. This effect is caused by the angular spread of the electrons which is broader for the secondaries than for the primaries. The high probability for low energy secondary electron production at right angles to the direction of the primary electrons (M¢ller, 1932) and the increase of scattering power with decreru;ing energy (Eqs. 2.8 and 2.12), are the reasons for this effect.
Particle and Charge Transport
When a parallel electron beam impinges on a thin slab of matter, a certain fraction of the incident planar fluence, 1JB, will be backscattered from the surface and another fraction, 17 T, will be transmitted through the :-d III J. The remaining fraction of the incoming planar nllt'llCe, JIA, is absorbed in the material. From the conwrvlltion of the total number of electrons, the three I i H'llicients must be related by:
IIlld. consequently, one of the coefficients can always be dl'lermined from a knowledge of the two others. This rt·lllt.ion holds both for the primary electrons alone and lor nil the electrons (primaries, secondaries, etc., Ebert 1'/ lIl., 1969) . In the latter case, 7J T may be larger than llllit.y, but then 7JA is negative due to the production of ~w('()ndary electrons. The quantities 1/A, 1/ B, and 1/ Tare primarily defined for plane-parallel beams or point IlH modirectional beams (see Section 2.8.6), but they may 1)(' t..{eneralized to other types of beams. 2.7.3.1 Transmission. Early electron transmission measurements were reviewed by Katz and Penfold ( 1952) . Later, measurements in a number of different dements were made by Seliger (1955) where b is a dimensionless constant 4 depending on material and energy of the absorber (Ebert et al., 1969) , /lex the extrapolated range of the electron transmission curve and a = (1 -lib )1-b expresses the condition that the point where the tangent at the inflection point of the transmission curve crosses the abscissa coincides with Hex. The extrapolated range of the transmission curve, Hex' can be approximated for many practical purposes by the practical range of the depth versus Hhsorhed dose Of depth-ionization curves (Section 3.3.2.3).
The lower the atomic number, the steeper the decrease in number of transmitted electrons with depth, and the higher the value of b. Experimentally determined transmission curves from measurement in graphite by Harder (1965b) are shown in Fig. 2 .14. The experimentally determined planar fluence of all electrons at a given depth was obtained with a Faraday cup and is compared with the planar fluence of the primary electrons measured with a scintillation spectrometer. 4 The constant b is a measure of the slope of the descending portion of the electron transmission curve. In fact, a normalized gradient of the transmission curve, CT, may be defined in analogy with dose gradient, G, defined in Section 6.4.3 for the depth versus absorbeddose curve. The t~ansmission gradient is related to b according to the relation: GT = b/exp(1 -lib). The scintillation counter indicates only one pulse for each primary and its associated secondary electron, but the Faraday collector indicates the sum of the electrical charges. The experimental data given here were obtained with a perpendicularly incident narrow beam of N(O) electrons and the number of electrons crossing a plane at depth z was N(z): The ratio N(z)/N(O) is numerically equal to the plotted ratio, cP P(z)1 cP P(O), for a uniform broad beam perpendicularly incident on the surface (see Eqs. 2.17b and 2.46) . Analytical expressions for the depth dependence of the primary and secondary electron fluences and planar fluences are also given by Spencer (1955) , Kessaris (1966) , and Tabata and Ito (1974, 1975) .
Depth
2.7.3.2 Backscattering. Many experimental determinations of the backscattering coefficient have been reported (Wright and Trump, 1962; Cohen and Koral, 1965; Harder and Ferbert, 1964; Tabata, 1967; Harder and Metzger, 1968; Ebert et ai., 1969) . The backscatter coefficient increases almost linearly with absorber thickness for thin absorbers and reaches a saturation value at about one third to one half of the electron range. The energy dependence of the saturated backscattering coefficient is depicted in Fig. 2. 15. An almost constant value is obtained for a low or moderately high atomic number in the low energy region from 10 ke V to 0.5 MeV, whereas a very marked decrease with energy is observed above this range. This energy dependence can be interpreted in terms of a competition between stopping and scattering effects. The decrease in the r-elativistic region is thus due to the approximate energy independence of the stopping power, whereas in the plateau region, the scattering and stopping powers depend in a similar way on the energy. In the relativistic energy region, the saturated backscattering coefficient is approximately given by (Harder and Poschet, 1967) :
45)
A more accurate but less simple relation was given by Tabata (1967) . The high backscattering coefficient in the low energy region is significant in dosimetry, in particular, when the composition of the dosimeter and the medium are . different. Differences in slowing-down spectra and backscattering properties between two materials can perturb the electron fluence and absorbed dose distribution at interface regions (Dutreix and Bernard, 1966; Ehrlich, 1971; Bertilsson, 1975, also see Section 4.3.1). 2.7.3.3 Charge Deposition. During the gradual slowing down of a high-energy electron beam, electrons come to rest and deposit their charge in the medium. Also, the secondary electrons, either generated by the incident electrons or by bremsstrahlung photons, take part in this process and contribute to the charge deposition. When the absorbing medium is an electrical conductor and the backscattering coefficient is negligible, it is possible to measure the locally deposited charge by simply insulating a small volume of the absorber and connecting it to an electrometer. This method has been used by several workers to measure the depth dependence of the charge deposition iIi highenergy electron beams (Laughlin, 1965; Gross and Wright, 1959; Tabata et al., 1971a; Van Dyk and Mac-Donald, 1972; and Kato et al., 1977) . (Van Dyk and MacDonald, 1972) . These distributions were obtained using a therapeutic betatron beam with a 9.7-cm diameter field and a source-to-surface distance ofllOcm.
The results of Van Dyk and MacDonald (1972) for clinical betatron beams in the energy range 1 0-30 MeV are shown in Fig. 2.16 . The curves are normalized to allow calculation of the charge (-Q) collected in a region of interest of a given mass (m) and for a given absorbed do:se at dose lllaxhnUlll (Dm). They luay thu:s be u:sed Lo estimate the charge deposition on the collecting electrode of an ionization chamber by multiplication by its effective mass (including that portion of the insulator mass which will be discharged through the collecting electrode).
From the shape of these curves, it is observed that charge deposition is of positive sign in the surface layer due to the net transport of energetic secondary electrons out of the surface region. The maximum of the charge depu~Hiun curve uccur~ UI1 Lhe :steep fall-off:sectiull uf the electron fluence curve where most primary electrons come to rest. The width of the charge deposition peak observed experimentally is somewhat broader than would be expected from theoretical calculations (Kessaris, 1966; Berger and Seltzer, 1969a) . This is primarily due to the wider energy spectrum of the experimental beams which results in an increased range straggling in the absorber (Van Dyk and MacDonald, 1972) .
The charge deposition distribution (Fig. 2.16 ) can be obtained from measurements of the charge transport across a plane interface (Fig. 2.14) , simply by multiplying the gradient of the planar fluence with the. electron charge.
Absorbed-Dose Distribution
General
This section is mainly concerned with absorbed -dose distributions obtained by numerical methods in uniform muterials and basic geometries of interest for the situutions encountered in electron dosimetry. T4e few tu(:perimental . dose distributions shown pertain to ueometries of principally theoretical interest (e.g., point },.otropic and plane parallel beams) and are, therefore, not typical for the dose distributions found in clinical electron beams (see Sections 6 and 7). When the distributiun of Clb:sorlJ~d duse in Cl mediUlll irradiated by un electron beam is to be calculated, it is generally necessary to know the spatial variation of the electron nuence differential both in energy and angle, as seen from Eq. 2.20. Therefore, many of the elementary relations in the preceding sections are needed to give.a detailed description of the distribution of absorbed dose. Some of these relations are incorporated in more general treatments like the moments method (Spencer, 1955; 1959; Adawi, 1957; Kessaris, 1966) , the Monte Carlo method (Leiss et al., 1957; Berger, 1963; Harder, 1965c; Berger and Seltzer, 1969b, 1978; Patau, 1972; Schulz and Harder, 1969; Nahum, 1976; Andreo, 1980) , the phase-space-time evolution method (Cordaro and Zucker, 1971) and the discrete ordinates method (Bartine et al., 1972; Prillinger, 1977 ).
Point Monodirectional Beam
The most elementary type of electron beam is the pencil beam Of, more specifically, the monodirectional beam from a point source (Fig. 2.17 a) . This type of beam is of general interest for two reasons. It is the limiting 
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case of a therapy beam when the field size is reduced to zero, and it can be used to derive dose distributions in more complex beams by direct summation of the elementary pencil beam distributions. This method is of special interest in dose-planning in the presence oftissue inhomogeneities (see Section 7.4).
In Fig. 2.18 In these histograms, the area of each bin represents the fraction of the energy deposited in the indicated ring around the beam axis. Each histogram is normalized to unit area (Berger and Seltzer, 1978) . The diameter of the incident beam was less than 5 mm, the initial angular spread of the electrons less than 3 degrees and the energy spread less than 50 ke V (FWHM). The 100% value is at a depth of 2 cm on the beam axis (Brahme et aI., 1980) . the beam axis. The absorbed dose is obtained by dividing the energy deposition by the mass of each ring.
ThiH opPTRtion convert.s t.he shape of t.he radial hist.ograms to a form which shows a steady increase towards the axis. This is also seen in the experimental isodose distribution of an almost point monodirectional electron beam in water (Fig. 2.19) , as recorded by a small semiconductor diode (Brahme and Svensson, 1979) . Most pronounced is the very steep dose fall-off on the central axis due to the rapid latel-alscattering of electl-Ol1.S frOln the initial beam axis. This effect is masked in the upper right hand corner of Fig. 2 .18, because in this histogram an integration was made over all radii so that the depth-dose curve of a plane parallel beam is obtained (see Section 2.8.6). In Fig. 2.19 , the contribution of bremsstrahlung photons generated in the first few centimetres of depth shows up as the bump in the 0.05% isodose curve.
The primary electron fluence as given by Eqs. 2.33 and 2.36 will, in the limit, when ;:r and Of decrease to zero, approach that of a point monodirectional beam. Eq. 2.33 may, therefore, be used in Eq. 2.20 to calculate the absorbed dose due to primary electrons when continuous slowing down is assumed (Brahme, 1975) . Because the Dlass stopping power for water varies slowly with energy for electron energies greater than 1 Me V, the shape of the electron fluence dist.ribution and the absorbed dose distribution will be very similar as seen by comparing Figs. 2.12 and 2.21.
Plane-Parallel Beam
The plane-parallel beam is obtained when parallel point monodirectional beams are uniformly distributed over a plane surface (Fig. 2.17b ). This is the most common geometry used for calculating absorbed dose distributions in uniform materials and it is also often used for comparison with measured dose distributions. The dose distribution of a plane parallel beam can be obtained either by integrating the contributions to the absorbed dose ata given point over a continuum of pencil beams, or by integrating the absorbed dose distribution of a single pencil beam at a given depth over all radii, as illustrated in Fig. 2.18 . This has important consequences from an experimental point of view, because broad-beam dose distributions can be measured in a pencil beam by a broad detector or in a broad beam by a small detector (the reciprocity law, see Section 2.8.6). The first method was used by Harder and Schulz (1972) to obtain broad-beam dose-distributions and the results are compared with the Monte Carlo calculations of Berger and Seltzer (1978) in Fig. 2 .20. Good agreement is obtained over the major part of the depth-dose curve. However, a more detailed analysis shows that the dose fall-off is steeper and the dose maximum is located somewhat deeper in the calculated distribution. Similar differences are obtained also at other energies, possibly due to the kind of treatment of multiple scattering in the Monte Carlo program (Abou-Mandour, 1078).
In Fig. 2.21 , a more complete set of Monte Carlo generated, normalized depth-dose curves for planeparallel electron beams in water are shown (Seltzer et ai, 1978) . It is clearly seen that the steepness of the build-up region and the total dose build-up are reduced with increasing beam energy. This should be expected electron with depth, z, in a water phantom for perpendicularly incident pencil beams of energy, Eo, of 1 to 60 MeV. Here i1E/.6.z is the energy imparted per electron and unit depth, and ro is the csda range (Seltzer et al., 1978) . (The values of the scaling factor, Z/r, are, in order of increasing electron energy: 4.00, U.S1, U.4U, U.:l'I, U.:lO, 0.1ii, 0.10,0.081, and 0.067, respectively.) because the mass scattering power is rapidly reduced with increasing energy (see Eq. 2.42, Table 2 .6, and Section 6.4). This last fact is also one of the reasons for the increased penetration relative to the continuousslowing-down range, robecause, with increasing energy, the electrons are less and less influenced by multiple scattering deflections. However, the increased range straggling due to bremsstrahlung production is also involved and explains a large part of the loss in dose fall-off gradient at high energies (Brahme and Svensson, 1976) .
When energy deposition per electron and unit depth interval, till / D"z, in a given material divided by the quotient of the energy of the incident electron and the csda range in that material is plotted against the depth in the material expressed as a fraction of the csda range, the resulting shape is essentially determined by the value ofZ/ 7. Here Z is the mean atomic number and 'T is the ratio of the kinetic energy of the incident electrons and the rest mass energy of the electr.on. Alternatively, the total stopping power, Stot (Eo), in the material, for the incident electrons of energy Eo may be substituted for the quotient of the energy of the incident electron 2.8 Absorbed-Dose Distribution • •• 37 and the csda range. The ordinate value for this alternative plot will be different from the other, but the same 'Z/ 'T scaling relationship exists for such curves.
The general change in shape of the depth-dose curves from low to high energies seen in Fig. 2.21 is combined in Fig. 2.22a with the change due to the variation produced by varying the absorber material. In Fig. 2.22b , experimental values of ro/ pRp and other shape parameters are plotted as a function of the scaling parameter, Z/7, for a number of different materials and energies.
Good agreement between different materials and energies is generally obtained when the value of the scaling parameter is the same. The ro/pRp curve may be used to estimate the practical range for different materials and energies by taking the continuous-slowing-down range from Table 2 .5.
This scaling law (Harder, 1970a) works well at high initial energies relative to the rest energy of the electrons (7)> 1) and for all atomic numbers (Fig. 2.22b ), but with decreasing accuracy when bremsstrahlung production becomes important, even though bremsstrahlung is included in the first approximation.
In material mixtures and compounds, the mean atomic number,
is used instead of Z when calculating the scaling parameter, where Pi is the mass fraction, Zj the atomic number, and MAi the molar mass of element i. The curves in Figs. 2.21 and 2.22 may, therefore, as a first approximation, be used for interpolation, to obtain the depth-dose curves in materials other than water, by applying the correct value of the scaling parameter. For example, the scaled depth-dose curve in bone at 15 Me V is sinlilar to that of the depth -dose curve in water at about 10 MeV because Ew = (Zw/Zb)' Eb ~ (7/10)' 15 MeV~ 10 MeV.
Point Isotropic Source
The point isotropic source geometry (Fig. 2.17c) or, more exactly, a collimated point isotropic source, is probably the configuration which is most similar to the beam geometry used in radiation therapy (cf. Section 3.2.4) even though the effective radiation source (positioned near the scattering foil) is extended and the electron fluence is far from isotropic. Yet, very few calculations have been performed in this geometry, except for the work of Berger and Seltzer (1978) . The dose distribution in a point isotropic beam can be obtained with a fairly high accuracy from that for the plane-parallel beam by a simple inverse-square correction for the divergence of the beam (see Section 6.4.3.3). Fig.2.22h . The Z/7 dependence of the shape parameters of energy deposition versus depth curves for high initial energies (Harder, 1970a ).
Plane Isotropic Source
At depth, the low energy part of the electron spectrum is often scattered over large angles due to the large scattering power at low energies. This means that at least this part of the electron spectrum can be described as a diffuse and nearly plane isotropic beam (Fig. 2.17d) . A more detailed analysis shows that the equilibrium angular distribution is more like a cosine square distribution (Bethe et al., 1938) with fewer electrons at large angles. In Fig. 2.23 , the calculated depth-dose distribution in plane-isotropic and cosine-distributed electron beams are shown. The results are both from the Monte Carlo method (Berger, 1969) and the discrete ordinate method (Prillinger, 1977) which give results in very good agreement. The nearly linear spatial rate of dose decrease in the cosine distributed beam is typical for beams of large angular spread and explains the low 6. . Calculated depth~dose curves in water at 18 Me V for different angular distributions in plane beams. The smooth curves were obtained by the discrete ordinate method (Prillinger, 1977) and the histograms by the Monte Carlo method (Berger, 1969) . The or~ dinate is the energy imparted M in a layer of thickness pdz. dose build-up found in beams with a high contaminat.ion of low-energy electrons. The dose distributions with Il cosine-distributed-emission source can be seeri as the limiting case for a beam of Gaussian angular spread ({~ompare Section 3.2.4.3 and Fig. 3.9 ).
Reciprocity
A simple mathematical relationship exists between point-monodirectional and plane-parallel beams (reciprocity relationship. Sternheimer, 1954) . This relationship has been used to obtain the properties of plane-parallel beams from experiments or calculations on pointmonodirectional beams (Leiss et al., 1957; Harder, 1965c; Kessaris, 1966; Berger, 1969; Andreo, 1980) .
The absorbed dose at a depth Z and radial distance r from the beam axis for an incident point inonodirectional beam of N pm particles impinging normally on a semi-infinite absorber, is denoted by Dpm(z,r) . The absorbed dose. Dpp(z .0) at a depth z on the axis of a plane-parallel beam of radius Rand fluence Ppp of identical particles incident normally on the same absorber is then given by the relationship: Perhaps the most important implication of this relationship for experimental electron dosimetry is that the depth-dose distribution in an infinitely broad plane-parallel incident beam can be determined by mea~mrelllents with a puint, lllUlludir~diullal b~am and a laterally extended detector (crossection 2R ~ 2z 11 where z 1 is the maximum lateral excursion of elec-tron~-~p.p. Fjg~ 6.9 fo,. values).
The reciprocity relationship can be generalized to describe the relationship between other transport characteristics such as the scalar, vectorial or planar fluence, produced by point and plane sources with arbitrary angular distributions.
2.9 Secondary Particle Production 2.9.1 General Except for the case of propagation in a vacuum, all high-energy electron beams are accompanied by secondary particles. The production of secondary electrons in electron-electron collisions has already been discussed in detail in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.7.2.
Here, the generation of bremsstrahlung photons and the accompanying productions of positrons, neutrons, 2.9 Secondary Particle Production • • • 39 photons, etc. and also of new nuclides will be treated. These latter particles are predominantly produced in two-step processes via bremsstrahlung photons and pair production or photonuclear reactions, but also directly in electronuclear reactions.
In particular, the bremsstrahlung photons are of dosimetric importance not only as a contamination of the tail of the dose distribution, but also because their presence influences the choice of the true mean stopping-power ratio in a contaminated or mixed beam. A photon absorbed-dose contamination of 5% will, for example, increase the mean stopping power ratio in a high-energy electron beam by almost 1 % in low atomic number materials, approximately independently of electron energy at the phantom surface. It should be noted that the electrons produced by the absorption of bremsstrahlung generated in the phantom are a part of the electron spectra and are normally included in tabulated stopping-power ratios.
Bremsstrahlung
The mean spatial rate of the energy loss of an electron beam due to the production of bremsstrahlung photons is given by the radiative stoppiug pUW~I· a~ di~cu~~~d in Section 2.2.4. In many practical applications, this information is insufficient as the angular distribution of the emitted bremsstrahlung quanta is also of importance.
The basic differential cross sections for bremsstrahlung production were reviewed by Koch and Motz (1959) and Tsai (1974) . The production of bremsstrahlung in thin and thick targets, including effects of multiple scattering of the electrons in the target, has been treated by Sirlil1 (1950 ), Hisdale (1957 ), B~rg~r and Seltzer (1970 and Matthews and Owens (1973) .
Scattering foils constitute common sources of hrem~~trAhhmg in electron beam therapy. The thintarget situation is most relevant because the foil thickness corresponds to only a small fraction of the electron range. (Exceptions occur when low atomic number decelerators are used for reducing the beam energy-see Section 7.5.1.)
The ratio of the angular distribution of thin target bremsstrahlung energy fluence, lJi( 8), at an angle ewith the direction of the incident electron beam of energy, Eo, to that at zero angle was given by Schiff (1964 Schiff ( , 1951 and is illustrated in Fjg~ 2~ 24, for three different target thicknesses. A useful, simple analytic approximation for the angular distribution of the energy fluence of photons is b is a constant (Brynjolfson and Martin, 1971; Brahme and Svensson, 1979) . The ratio of bremsstrahlung to electron dose rate in an electron beam depends on a number of factors. The phutun dose rate in the forward direction increases with approximately the third power of electron energy due to the linear increase in radiative stopping power and the quadratic decrease in the effective solid angle of bremsstrahlung emission with electron energy. The production of bremsstrahlung per unit thickness of the scattering foil will, therefore. decrease rapidly and the electrons lose energy with increasing foil thickness. However, the electron fluence is simultaneously decreased due to the influence of multiple electron scattering in the foil. The resultant ratio of photon background dose to electron dose will, therefore, be approximately proportional to the foil thickness.
Positrons
A small fraction of the bremsstrahlung photons produced in scattering foils and other materials will be re-absorbed directly by the pair-production process and generate positrons. This process was studied theoretically by Katz and Lokan (1961) and experimentally by Tayurskii (1976) . The most probable positron energy is only about % of the energy of the incident electron.
A simple expression for the absolute yield of positrons was also given by Katz and Lokan (1961) and it is less than 10-3 positrons per electron even for high energies and relatively thick scattering foill:) (gn~at~r than O.lX o )· The cross section for interaction with an atomic nucleus that results in the ejection of one or more nucleons is larger for bremsstrahlung generated in the electron L~c:UI! than fur the electruns themselves. The cross section for such photonuclear reactions rapidly increases, and the energy at the maximum cross section decreases, with the atomic number. This so called "giant resonance" (see Fig. 2.25) is the dominating mode of photon absorption by the nucleus and it can be described as the excitation of an oscillation of the neutrons and protons of the nucleus. The theory of photonuclear reactions was reviewed by Levinger (1960 ), Hayward (1965 ) and Firk (1970 . A very extensive bibliography of photonuclear reaction data are contained in NBS, 1973 and NBS 1982. More recent compilations of the energy dependence of the photonuclear reaction cross sections were published by Bulow and Forkman (1974) and Berman (1976) .
Experimental data on absolute photoneutron production in different materials of interest for applications of electron beams were obtained by Barber and George (1959) and Brahme et ale (1980b) . Theoretical calculations on the same subject have been published by Berger and Seltzer (1970), Seltzer and· Berger (1973) and Swansson (1979) .
The thresholds for photonuclear reactions are often very useful for energy determination on electron accelerators (Section 3.3.2.1). Photonuclear reactions may also be used to get a picture of the lateral photon distribution in an electron beam, as long as direct electron interactions are unimportant (Pohlit, 1965) . Fig. 2.25 . The total photoneutron cross section for 63CU. The arrows indicate the thresholds for production of one and two photoneutrons, respectively. The curve is a two-line Lorentz profile fitted to the cross-section data (Berman, 1976) . The probability of an electron interacting directly with a nucleus is about two orders of magnitude (~1/ a) smaller than the corresponding probability for a photon. In Fig. 2.26 the cross sections for electronuclear reactions in 63CU are shown. It is seen that the electronuclear cross section increases with energy whereas the photonuclear cross section has a broad peak, the giant resonance, about 6 Me V wide. This situation is important in the use of photonuclear reaction thresholds (Section 3.3.2.1) in energy determination. If a target is irradiated in an uncontaminated electron beam, the yield of electronuclear reactions increases with the first power of the target thickness, whereas that of photonuclear reactions increases with the second power due to the intermediate production of bremsstrahlung photons. The dominating reaction, therefore, depends on the target thickness. However, this has little relevance for the energy determination as the threshold energies are the same.
On the other hand, in electron beams contaminated with photons produced in windows, foils, etc., the maximum electron energy, because of energy loss in the intervening material, may well be lower than that of the photons. The energy determination using thresholds of nuclear reactions may thus give the maximum photon energy rather than the maximum electron energy (cf. Section 3.3.2.1).
